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Learning

• To use a 4-bar linkage
(crack, link and lever) to
make a fan oscillate.

• To obtain two sorts of
movement from one
motor.

• To make a linkage system.

Student’s book

Changing force and
movement, linkage systems,
page 149
Holding, supporting,
attaching and adjusting,
page 154

Timing

I hour 20 minutes

Equipment and materials

(either from a construction
kit, or as loose components
and resistant materials)
• a DC motor and power

source
• a way of making the motor

shaft longer
• a worm gear and range of

gear wheels
• a propeller, or fan blades
• base
or
• a hub and materials to

make a fan
• a light-weight base to hold

the motor, the fan shaft
bearing and the gear axle

• 4 pivots
• 3 linkages (perforated

strip is ideal)

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Mathematics

Design challenges 1: Cool oscillations
mrt 1 mechanisms

resource
task 1

L

,

ƒ

1 Work out the following:

(a) Decide whether to use a construction kit, or resistant
materials and loose components.

(b) Decide whether to use ready-made fan blades, or to design
and make your own.

2 Find or choose pivot components and the gear axle.

t

The fan you will make will be like this:

this ‘gear linkage’ is
fixed to the gear wheel

this pivot is fixed to the motor

the ‘motor linkage’
and pivot support the
weight of the motor,
gears, fan and other
linkages

‘free linkage’

worm gear

light-weight base

fan shaft
bearing

the axle for this gear must

• hold it in position against the worm gear

• act as a pivot for the gear linkage

• allow the gear linkage and gear to rotate
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For stages 3–9 make the joints and fixings temporary. You may have to change positions of pivots and lengths of
linkages.
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3 Assemble the motor, shaft,
worm gear, bearing and base.

6 Fix a pivot to the motor or the motor bracket.

4 Test different gear wheels with the motor until
you get the right speed.
One whole turn of the gear wheel should cause
the fan to swing to and fro once.

5 Fix one linkage to the gear wheel.

7 Fix a linkage to the motor pivot so that the
motor is free to swing, but is also supported by
the linkage and pivot.

8 Use a third linkage to join the motor linkage to
the gear linkage.

9 Test the whole assembly. You may need to adjust the lengths of the linkages to get the best fan movement.
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10 If your fan is to be a permanent product, replace the temporary fixings with permanent ones. Trim off any
protruding linkage.

11 Add the fan hub and blades.

12 Fix your fan assembly to a stand.

13 Put together a written evaluation of the performance of the drive mechanisms.

(a) Does the fan move to and fro in a satisfactory manner?
(b) Does the fan turn fast enough to create a breeze?
(c) Can you make any suggestions for improvement?

14 Evaluate the production of your fan.

(a) Make a flow chart describing how you made it.
(b) For each stage add notes describing any difficulties and how you overcame them.
(c) Make a list of things you would do differently.

15 Draw or photograph your product. Add labels with notes showing how each part works.

16 Use observations and simple calculations to show the following:

• the speed at which the fan blades revolve;
• the speed at which the motor shaft rotates;
• the frequency of the oscillation;
• the number of revolutions of the fan blade for one complete oscillation.

Further/homework

Find the fan which makes the best breeze by experimenting with:

• the number of blades;
• the size of blades;
• the angle of the blades;
• the shape of the blades.
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